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Abstract—Small remote islands often rely on satellites for 
Internet access, a scenario especially common in the author’s own 
“backyard,” the South Pacific. In most cases, a local Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) on the island connects via a narrowband 
satellite link carrying IP traffic from and to some mainland 
teleport connected to the wider Internet. The ISP then provides 
this connectivity to end users via a comparatively low-latency 
network on the island. Users on such links commonly report 
problems with downloads even when ISPs report significant 
spare link capacity.  
This paper reports on the design of a hardware-based 
simulator capable of simulating such traffic scenarios and the 
considerations underpinning its design.  
 
Index Terms—Network simulation, satellite links, Internet, 
TCP/IP over satellite.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HE South Pacific is home to a large number of populated 
islands. Many of them have populations of only a few 
hundred or a few thousand, and are often several hundred 
kilometres away from the next populated place, let alone the 
next point at which there is a high bandwidth submarine or 
land-based fibre connection to the Internet available. Low 
per-capita GDP and the cost of laying submarine cables in an 
ocean with an average depth of several thousand metres often 
leave satellites as the only feasible connectivity option.  
While the cost of satellite ground infrastructure is 
affordable, bandwidth is very expensive: Collectively, users 
pay for putting “their” satellite into orbit, and the low average 
user density in the region makes the per-user cost larger than in 
populated regions such as Europe/Asia/Africa or the 
Americas.  
At the time of writing, 1 Mbps of geostationary bandwidth 
cost Pacific ISPs a minimum of several hundred US dollars per 
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month [1]. As a result, many islands can only afford very 
narrowband links: The roughly 6,000 inhabitants of Funafuti 
Atoll (Tuvalu’s main island), for example, currently have to 
share 16 Mbps inbound bandwidth between them [2, 3] – 
approximately the equivalent of a domestic ADSL connection 
in many Western countries. Even upgrades planned at the time 
of writing, such as Tuvalu Telecommunications Corporation’s 
upcoming connection to the yet-to-be-launched Kacific 
broadband satellite will only increase this bandwidth by 
around one order of magnitude [4], with no significant change 
in latency.  
Many other islands find themselves in similar situations, 
including Niue, the Cook Islands, Norfolk Island, the Solomon 
Islands, parts of Vanuatu and French Polynesia, Galapagos, 
Rapa Nui (Easter Island), and Pitcairn, to name a few. In recent 
years, O3b (now part of SES) has offered medium earth orbit 
(MEO) services with lower latency [5], albeit at an estimated 
operating cost of roughly twice that of geostationary services 
for the same bandwidth [6]. An O3b connection involves a 
teleport on the island whose antennas track the closest 
satellite(s). On the world side, traffic to the island is routed to 
the regional teleport (e.g., Hawaii) and from there via the 
satellite(s) that are currently in view of both teleport and 
island. MEO antennas are much smaller in size than those for 
comparable GEO bandwidth, but are technically more 
complex due to the moving parts required for tracking. 
Internet users in such islands routinely complain about the 
quality of service, mostly in terms of download times 
experienced. Our personal experience in several 
satellite-connected islands supports this observation: Large 
downloads – even of the size of a typical e-mail attachment - 
especially take extremely long or stall altogether. 
Local ISPs have generally been happy to share their own 
satellite usage measurements with us. These show peak time 
average link utilisation levels of well below 100%, and in some 
cases ~50% or even less on a number of islands where users 
report download problems. 
This situation may seem paradoxical but is in fact due to a 
well-known effect: TCP queue oscillation [7]. Our present 
paper discusses TCP queue oscillation in Section II followed 
by potential solutions in Section III. Section IV argues the need 
for simulation, and Section V outlines challenges that a 
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 realistic simulation of Pacific Island scenarios faces. 
Section VI explains why we chose to build a hardware-based 
simulator and Section VII introduces the simulator hardware, 
followed by the simulator’s network configuration in 
Section VIII and its software in Section IX. In Section X, we 
discuss our basic experiment methodology before we present a 
number of selected results in Section XI. Our conclusion and 
discussion of future work follows in Section XII. 
II. TCP QUEUE OSCILLATION 
It generally occurs at the input queue to long latency 
bottlenecks when TCP senders collectively misestimate the 
actual bottleneck capacity. In our island scenario, this is 
usually at the off-island side of the satellite link.  
A. The Four Phases of TCP Queue Oscillation 
In the first phase of TCP queue oscillation, the data arrival 
rate at the input to the queue is below the link capacity: The 
queue accepts all arriving TCP packets from the senders. 
These elicit acknowledgment (ACK) packets at the respective 
receiver, which arrive back at the sender after the satellite 
link’s round-trip time (satellite RTT) and any additional 
terrestrial latency between the respective satellite gateways 
and the senders / receivers. The satellite RTT for geostationary 
satellites is typically around 500 ms (with small variations due 
to differences in satellite and gateway longitudes and gateway 
latitudes). For O3b MEO satellites, the satellite RTT is around 
120 ms, which varies slightly due the satellite movement 
relative to the gateways. 
In the second phase of TCP queue oscillation, the TCP 
senders increase their congestion window (the number of 
unacknowledged packets that a sender can have in the channel) 
in response to the ACKs received. This eventually causes the 
data arrival rate at the queue to exceed the link capacity. As a 
result, the queue starts to grow. Meanwhile, ACKs continue to 
arrive at the senders, causing the congestion windows to open 
further. 
In the third phase, the queue starts to drop packets, either as 
a result of overflow in tail-dropping queues, or as a result of 
some sort of active queue management (AQM) such as RED 
[8] or fq_codel [9]. Note that even while packets begin to be 
dropped, the TCP senders still see ACKs for at least another 
satellite RTT. This leads to significant packet loss over this 
period. 
The fourth phase starts when the senders notice this packet 
loss as the expected ACKs fail to arrive. They respond by 
exponential back-off. Due to the amount of packet loss 
involved, this back-off is very severe and now leaves the queue 
undersupplied. Eventually, the queue clears and the link sits 
idle between packets. This causes the underutilisation 
observed by the ISPs. The queue thus returns to the state it was 
in at the start of the first phase. 
B. TCP Queue Oscillation in Practice 
Note that in practice, not all TCP senders get to contribute to 
queue oscillation as many TCP connections complete within 
one congestion window or less. This applies in particular to 
TCP transfers that are only a few kB in size, which are fairly 
typical for the textual and graphical elements seen in web 
browsing. These short flows never get to adjust their 
congestion windows. The severe back-off therefore affects 
predominantly large flows, which face the added challenge of 
slow acceleration because of the large RTTs involved. 
TCP queue oscillation on satellite links is aggravated by the 
number of simultaneous large volume TCP connections on the 
link. All senders involved see more or less the same queue 
state, and therefore respond to it in a concerted way, which 
amplifies the effects of window opening and back-off. 
However, load increases on real links go hand in hand with a 
rise in the number of short flows, which eventually contribute 
enough load to fill the pipe all by themselves. Large flows stall 
completely at this point. 
In Rarotonga and Funafuti, we saw TCP queue oscillation 
occur and abate over a sequence of several days. Our 
observations showed a diurnal pattern in which the occurrence 
of consistently high packet loss correlated with business hours. 
This is a typical pattern in places where private Internet 
connections are volume constrained. Neither island recorded 
significant daytime rainfall during the observation period, 
which allows us to exclude the possibility of rain fade as a 
cause of this packet loss.  
In Niue, we observed a high link utilisation scenario where 
large flows were crowded out completely by short flows on an 
8 Mbps inbound connection.  
Aitutaki (Cook Islands) did not have a highly subscribed 
local last mile network at the time of our observation in 2015, 
leaving the new O3b link mostly underused. In consequence, 
we observed no queue oscillation or packet loss on this island. 
III. POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS 
We are commonly asked whether TCP queue oscillation can 
be addressed by providing a larger capacity queue or by clever 
AQM.  
Queue capacities on satellite links are typically already of 
the order of the link’s bandwidth-delay product. Larger queue 
capacities will indeed improve the goodput of large TCP 
flows, but even the current dimensioning is known to lead to 
substantial standing queues. There are strong arguments 
against letting the queue capacities grow any longer 
(“bufferbloat”) [10] and in fact for shrinking them 
significantly [11]. 
If we wish to avoid bufferbloat, any AQM scheme needs to 
respond to filling queues in a time frame that allows the TCP 
senders to react before excessive packet drops become 
necessary. However, the only reliable feedback mechanism 
that an AQM has available for this purpose are packet drops – 
and their effect takes at least a full satellite RTT to reach the 
senders.    
Solving the link underutilisation problem in TCP queue 
oscillation without explicit help from TCP senders and 
receivers therefore condenses down to two approaches: 
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 A. Performance Enhancing Proxy (PEP) 
A PEP [12] resides in the path between the off-island 
Internet and the satellite, and can also be placed on the satellite 
itself.  
A number of different PEP concepts exist. Most PEPs break 
the TCP connection and act as the sender towards the original 
receiver, and as the receiver to the original sender. One 
advantage of this approach is that it splits the total RTT into 
two RTTs: between the sender and the PEP, and the PEP and 
the receiver. This lets the PEP maintain its own congestion 
window and its own appropriately tuned TCP flavour (e.g., 
HTCP [13] or Hybla [14]), which allows for a more 
appropriate response to congestion on the long latency 
bottleneck.  
The drawback of such PEP solutions is the fact that an ACK 
arriving at the sender does not mean that the packet covered by 
it has arrived at the receiver – it merely means that the PEP has 
received it. If the connection between PEP and receiver fails 
before the PEP can deliver the data in the packet, it is possible 
for sender and receiver to have a different understanding on 
which data were actually received. This violates the Internet’s 
end-to-end principle.  
Comparative performance studies are difficult: Many PEPs 
are commercial black box solutions, do not reveal their 
detailed functioning, and are not available for testing in a 
controlled environment. However, open source PEPs exist. 
The authors are aware of three such PEPs: PEPsal [15], TCPEP 
[16] and SaTPEP [17], although only the former two seem to 
exist as implementations for use outside simulator 
environments. Our present paper looks at PEPsal in particular 
as it is specifically intended for a satellite environment. 
  
B. Coding-Based Solutions 
Another approach is to mitigate the packet loss by inserting 
an encoder into the path between sender and satellite link, and 
a decoder into the path between link and receiver. The purpose 
of the encoder is to produce linear combinations of incoming 
IP packets (not necessarily all from the same sender) and send 
a sufficient number of these coded packets to enable the 
decoder to reconstruct lost packets from additional encoded 
packets. From the perspective of the TCP sender and receiver, 
the coding is an entirely transparent link-layer-like technology 
and conserves the end-to-end principle. Possible codes for this 
application range from simple parity packets to linear network 
codes [18, 19] and partial unit memory codes [20]. 
Note that this type of coding across multiple packets must 
not be confused with the widespread per-packet forward error 
correction (FEC) used by satellite modems, where the encoder 
sits at the queue exit. This conventional type of FEC only 
protects against symbol error related packet loss on the link 
itself: packets lost to queue oscillation never reach the FEC 
encoder in the first place. The coding under consideration here 
protects the entire link, including the entire queue.  
In terms of TCP queue oscillation, this technique has the 
potential to hide some of the packet losses during queue 
overflow from TCP senders. In principle, this allows the 
congestion windows to grow larger before back-off sets in, and 
permits earlier recovery as the queue clears, thus allowing the 
TCP sender to operate with a larger average congestion 
window.  
However, coding is only an emerging technology. The 
transmission of the additional encoded packets represents 
overhead, which must be accommodated within the spare 
capacity of an underutilised link while still leaving capacity for 
extra goodput. Moreover, while we know that coding 
individual large TCP transfers leads to better goodput in 
practice, coding all TCP connections across a link is more 
challenging: The existing degree of link utilisation limits the 
potential goodput gain, and there is no substantial benefit from 
encoding short flows. Encoders thus need to be parameterised 
carefully in order to yield any goodput gain. 
IV. THE NEED FOR SIMULATION 
Our discussion thus far already raises a number of research 
questions:  
 
 What is an appropriate amount of queue capacity for 
GEO/MEO links of different bandwidths, and how should it be 
managed? 
 At which demand levels does queue oscillation occur on 
such links? 
 At which demand levels can we expect significant 
undesirable standing queues (bufferbloat) to develop? 
 How well do PEPs perform in such demand scenarios? 
 Which coding parameters (type of code, fraction of 
overhead, number of packets included in linear combinations, 
timing of overhead transmission, etc.) result in goodput gain? 
 
Answering these questions on a real production link is 
difficult for several reasons: Demand changes over time and, 
from a scientific standpoint, this affects the reproducibility of 
results. It is also almost impossible to generate different 
demand levels in this scenario. Additional adverse effects such 
as rain fade are difficult to control. Last but not least, a real 
satellite link is an expensive resource, and many of the 
experiments that would need to be performed to answer the 
questions above either require temporary downtime or place 
significant additional load on the link. Anyone who has ever 
dealt with paying users will be familiar with the endless 
patience, understanding and gratitude they will show when 
being deprived of a mission-critical resource. This is 
specifically problematic in many islands, where the satellite 
link is the only connection to the outside world and local 
services such as hospitals, banks or emergency services 
depend on it. 
We thus need to simulate. The next section discusses the 
challenges such simulations face. 
V. SIMULATION CHALLENGES 
A realistic simulation of island satellite links must take 
several aspects into consideration: 
A. Link Type 
In the context of our work, we see both GEO and MEO 
links. Typical GEO bandwidths to the island are between a few 
Mbps and a several dozen Mbps. MEO bandwidths start at a 
few dozen Mbps and go to several hundred Mbps. To provide 
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 an answer for our questions above, we must be able to simulate 
this variety of links, along with any input queue capacity and 
queueing discipline deployed. 
B. Demand Level 
Link performance data from the large bandwidth MEO 
connection given to us by Telecom Cook Islands (now Bluesky 
Cook Islands) Rarotonga in 2015 showed that peak demand 
levels reached several thousand SYN packets per second. This 
corresponds to several hundred simultaneously active client 
sockets. Our simulator must be able to generate demand levels 
up to these peak values in a controlled fashion.  
C. Demand Profile 
Real links exhibit a wide variety of TCP flow sizes: from 
single packets without TCP payload to downloads with 
hundreds of megabytes. As discussed above, short flows 
contribute to link load but their congestion windows do not 
exist long enough to oscillate. A realistic simulator must 
produce traffic that follows a similar distribution. Similarly, a 
simulator should be able to add other protocols such as UDP to 
the mix. One challenge in this respect is that while UDP as 
such does not “back off,” applications using it will often 
respond to packet loss. E.g., modern VoIP codecs generally 
adapt their bit rate to packet loss [21, 22], as does QUIC [23]. 
This is difficult to simulate because the application mix is 
seldom known, and application behavior is difficult to 
replicate. 
D. Terrestrial Latency Profile 
The overall RTT of a TCP connection is an important 
parameter as it determines how quickly the connection’s 
congestion window can open.  
While the satellite RTT dominates on most links, there is 
often considerable terrestrial latency between the satellite 
gateway on the world side and the machines that island clients 
connect to. For MEO or LEO satellites, this can result in 
connection RTTs that are more than two times larger than that 
of the satellite link itself even before any buffer latencies are 
taken into account.  
The terrestrial latency delays the opening of the TCP 
congestion windows further and presents one of main 
rationales for the use of PEPs. However, unlike the link latency 
itself, this additional latency is not a shared constant among 
flows but rather follows a distribution and often includes a 
significant amount of jitter. A realistic simulator must take this 
into account.  
 From time to time, one may also wish to simulate effects 
such as rain fade-related packet loss on the link, the effect of 
different TCP/IP stacks, etc. 
 
VI. HARDWARE- VS. SOFTWARE-BASED SIMULATION  
A number of software-based network simulators exist, such 
as ns-2 [24], ns-3 [25] or mininet [26], and even a 
satellite-specific extension of ns-3, SNS3 [27] is available. Our 
initial attempts at simulation [28] were indeed based on ns2 but 
quickly highlighted the problems of a software-based approach 
in this context: 
 Software simulation is slow, especially when a large number 
of hosts with a large number of connections in many different 
configurations need to be simulated. In our case, this was the 
main factor for abandoning this approach. 
 Software simulation requires an artificial time base, 
meaning that it is difficult to verify that network components 
with time-dependent functionality (such as RTT estimation in 
TCP senders) exhibit realistic behaviour. Similarly, where 
hardware components such a switches are simulated, they may 
not exhibit the same time behaviour. 
 In a real network situation, processes such as the sending of 
packets etc. happen in parallel. Downstream arrival and 
processing times are influenced by the size of packets, load on 
individual machines, load balancing routers etc., resulting in 
fairly unpredictable patterns. Software simulation is inherently 
sequential in nature (beyond a small amount of thread-related 
mixing where applicable). This results in predictable but 
unrealistic patterns. 
 Depending on the simulator, it can be difficult to access all 
information required. 
We therefore opted to implement as much as possible of our 
simulation in hardware, i.e., use real hosts and networking 
equipment to the maximum extent possible. One notable 
exception to this is the satellite link itself, which needs to be 
simulated in software as real space segment carries prohibitive 
cost and logistical challenges. 
VII. SIMULATOR HARDWARE 
Our simulator consists of four networks: 
1. An “island network” with 10 Intel NUCs (with GbE 
interface) and 96 Raspberry Pis (100 Mbps) acting as clients, 
as well as an additional Raspberry Pi for signaling purposes. 
2. A “world network” consisting of 22 SuperMicro “world 
servers” with 1 & 10 GbE interfaces to provide the background 
traffic on the satellite link, an additional SuperMicro for 
special purpose active measurements, and another Raspberry 
Pi for signaling purposes. 
3. The “satellite chain,” consisting of five SuperMicro servers, 
in “island-to-world” topological order: the island-side PEP, the 
island-side encoder/decoder, the satellite link emulator, the 
world-side encoder/decoder, and the world-side PEP. In 
experiments without (symmetric PEP functionality, the PEP 
machines simply act as IP routers. The island-side PEP 
connects to the island network, the world-side PEP to the 
world network, in each case via a copper tap that lets use 
eavesdrop on island-bound traffic. Each of the five machines is 
connected to its respective successor and/or predecessor via 
such a copper tap as well. Like the  
4. A “command and control” network connecting to our 
campus network that lets us orchestrate experiments largely 
without having to put control traffic onto any of the other three 
networks. This network connects to all satellite chain and 
world-side machines, to the signaling Raspberry Pi on the 
island side and as required to selected machines on the island 
side. At the heart of this network is a command and control 
machine which also acts as a storage server for experimental 
data. The network also connects two capture servers that listen 
to the aforementioned copper taps. 
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 Fig. 1 shows an overview of the simulator topology without 
the command & control network. A full topology diagram of 
the simulator is available on our project website 
(https://sde.blogs.auckland.ac.nz/). 
 
VIII. SIMULATOR CONFIGURATION 
All machines in the simulator run either Ubuntu Linux or 
Raspbian. The world servers are configured with an ingress 
and egress delay and jitter using the Linux traffic control tool 
tc netem delay. As tc netem delay configures egress 
delays only, we redirect incoming packets to an intermediate 
function block device (ifb), from which they egress to the 
server. The delay itself is supplied during experiment 
configuration by the command and control server, which 
allows different terrestrial RTT latencies to be set on different 
servers. This lets us implement a terrestrial latency distribution 
as discussed in Subsection V.D. 
The world servers are also statically configured to route 
packets to the island and any of the subnets along the satellite 
chain via the world-side PEP machine. Otherwise, the default 
route is to the command and control network. Explicit routing 
to the subnets is required in order to ensure that any ICMP 
“would fragment” packets from these networks are heeded 
during path MTU discovery. 
The PEP machines are configured either with PEPsal 2 or as 
straightforward routers with routes to the world and island 
networks. Similarly, the encoder/decoder machines are 
configured either with coding software (which we have 
developed in cooperation with Steinwurf ApS) or as routers. 
The satellite link emulator machine uses intermediate 
function block devices, tc netem delay and token bucket 
filters to provide the delay, bandwidth constraint and input 
queue of the satellite link as per Subsection V.A. 
Island network machines are configured to route any traffic 
to the world side to the island-side PEP machine. 
IX. SOFTWARE 
The software on the simulator is core to our methodology. It 
falls into three categories: purpose-built client and server 
software, standard packages, and software for experiment 
configuration, control and analysis. 
A. Purpose-Built Software 
On real islands, we have observed thousands of 
simultaneously active client sockets. In our case, we only have 
106 client machines available, such that each machine must be 
able to support multiple sockets in order to be able to generate 
this level of demand.  
For this purpose, we developed a client software that 
operates a configurable number of channels. Each channel 
opens a TCP socket, connects to a randomly selected world 
server, downloads however much data the server sends, and 
gets disconnected by the server. It then repeats this procedure. 
By specifying the number of channels per client machine, we 
can thus generate any demand level required (see Section 
V.B.).  
The world servers run a server software that accepts 
incoming connections from island clients. In each connection, 
it randomly selects an entry from a configurable distribution. 
This entry specifies the number of bytes to send to the client. 
Once the server has dispatched these, it disconnects the client. 
This helps us meet the requirements of Subsection V.C. 
 
B. Standard Packages 
The simulator also uses conventional active and passive 
measurement software.  
To be able to observe island-bound traffic on the copper 
taps, the capture servers use tcpdump. This package is also 
installed on other machines to permit local traffic observation 
when it is required, e.g., for troubleshooting purposes. 
The Raspberry Pi on the world side uses ping in order to 
signal the start and the end of experiments via the satellite 
chain to its counterpart on the island side. This establishes an 
identifiable event that is common to all tcpdump captures on 
the taps along the path.  
The special purpose Super Micro on the world side also uses 
ping throughout each experiment for frequent RTT 
measurement. This allows us to measure the queue sojourn 
time across the satellite chain. The machine also uses iperf3 
for a large TCP transfer to one of the NUCs on the island side, 
which allows us to observe how a standardised (i.e., not 
randomly selected) large flow fares under the given conditions. 
Finally, the command and control server uses pssh 
(parallel SSH) in order to issue commands to the other 
machines in the simulator.  
C. Experiment Control and Analysis Software 
A detailed discussion of the experiment sequence and the 
scripts involved is beyond the scope of this paper, but a 
step-by-step outline may be found in the methodology section 
of the project’s home page.  
Every experiment is controlled by a central script that 
orchestrates the configuration, testing, setup, execution, 
signaling, measurements, take-down, data retrieval and basic 
analysis of the measurements. This script executes on the 
command and control machine and leverages other scripts that 
perform particular tasks, such as link and terrestrial RTT 
testing, starting/stopping captures, conducting iperf3 
transfers, configuration and starting of the island clients, etc. 
Where applicable, these scripts connect via pssh to the hosts 
Fig. 1.  Simulator outline. The island network on the left is connected to the
world network on the right via the satellite chain consisting of PEPs,
encoder/decoder machines, and the satellite emulator itself. Six copper taps
and two capture servers permit the observation of traffic at each stage in transit
between world and island. Not shown: command and control network. 
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 on which the actual tasks get performed and execute a local 
script there. This includes any PEP or coding operations. 
These scripts are largely written in bash, with a small 
number written in PHP. 
Once an experiment is over, a number of PHP scripts on the 
command and control machine perform quality assurance and 
compute basic statistics such as TCP data loss, flow statistics, 
throughput etc. and assemble these in summary form. 
X.   EXPERIMENTS 
The number of potential experiment combinations that one 
might run with this setup is endless. We let ourselves be guided 
be typical configuration in the field and use a set of similar 
standardised configurations: 8, 16, 32 and 64 Mbps GEO, and 
32, 64, 160 and 320 Mbps MEO (based on an orbital height 
and gateway geometry similar to the current O3b service).  
As the experiments are not entirely deterministic due to the 
random selection of servers by clients, and the random 
selection of flow sizes from the distribution, we run each 
experiment for a certain amount of time in order to allow the 
iperf3 transfer to complete with plenty of time to spare in 
low demand scenarios. This requires a certain amount of 
compromise: Keeping capture file sizes manageable calls for 
short experiments, while obtaining convergence for the 
observables requires sampling a large number of flows, i.e., 
calls for long experiments. Our experiments measure for 
between 600 seconds for 8 and 16 Mbps GEO and 90 seconds 
for 320 Mbps MEO experiments. Frequently, this does not 
provide stable iperf3 transfer times, so that we repeat 
experiments up to ten times in order to obtain more reliable 
statistics for a particular configuration. 
In addition to the duration of measurements, each 
experiment also takes additional time for setup, starting of 
capture servers, island clients and world servers as well as for 
the takedown, the retrieval of capture and log files and for the 
analysis of the capture and log files. Individual experiments for 
one configuration can thus take up to 20 minutes. 
XI. SELECTED RESULTS 
The initial goal was to be able to replicate the effects seen on 
real links on the simulator. This included replicating links 
where demand was not high enough to trigger queue 
oscillation or even saturate the link (a scenario evidenced by 
standing queues). Fig. 2 shows the queue sojourn time at a 
1000 kB input queue to a 16 Mbps GEO link with a demand 
level of 20 channels for a 50 second period after the 
completion of the 40 MB iperf3 transfer in just under 27 s.  
The sojourn time here is often zero, indicating an empty 
queue and hence an idle link. The total average link utilization 
in this experiment was only 28%. Still, temporary load 
variations in this scenario at other times during the experiment 
result in spikes of up to 350 ms, however, and during the iperf3 
transfer, standing queues of up to 100 ms were observed. 
Tripling the demand to 60 channels results in 76% link 
utilisation. iperf3 now reports almost 77 s transfer time. 
Fig. 3 shows the queue sojourn time during the same time 
window as before. This link with conventional buffer 
dimensioning mostly avoids TCP queue oscillation due to its 
large buffer, but clearly pays for this in the form of significant 
standing queues, often lasting many seconds at a time.  
Fig. 4 shows what happens if the queue capacity is reduced 
to 120 kB. The queue now oscillates, albeit mostly within the 
buffer, i.e., we get neither significant overflows, and the 
average link utilisation is only slightly lower at just over 72%. 
Standing queues do not develop here, however the iperf3 
transfer now takes much longer: almost 194 seconds.  
This might seem like serious disadvantage at first sight. 
However if we consider that the iperf3 transfer in the 
1000 kB/60 channel case occupied over a quarter of the total 
available bandwidth, it becomes clear that this performance 
could not be maintained in the presence of further such 
transfers, whereas the 120 kB queue presents us with a 
significantly larger scalability reserve, as predicted by 
Appenzeller. 
Fig. 2.  Queue sojourn time on a link operating well below capacity. The
maximum theoretical queue sojourn time here would be 500 ms, but the actual
queue sojourn times experienced by the ping packets are typically well
below that value. The queue is empty for a significant fraction of the time,
indicating an idle link.  
Fig. 3.  Queue sojourn time on a link operating at 76% of capacity. Note the
extended standing queues, a symptom of bufferbloat.  
 Fig. 4.  Queue sojourn time on a link operating at 72% of capacity with a
shorter queue. Note that the queue oscillation is almost entirely restricted to
the buffer. 
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 Another aspect of “conventional” satellite operation that we 
investigated was the use of PEPs. This may be considered 
under two aspects: Firstly, the use of the PEP as a 
connection-splitter to reduce RTT, thus allowing faster 
opening of congestion windows, and secondly the use of 
satellite-optimised TCP flavours across the space segment. 
Any gain from the former is to a large extent a function of the 
terrestrial RTT between world server(s) and world-side PEP. 
Any gain from the latter is best measured in a worst-case 
scenario for the former, i.e., when the sending host is directly 
connected to the PEP. 
Fig. 5 shows the observed average goodput rate, iperf3 
goodput rate and the number of flows per second for a 
simulated 32 Mbps MEO link with a 200 kB input queue in 
this scenario. PEPsal performs up to ~40% better than baseline 
for large downloads under low load here, but makes virtually 
no difference in high load scenarios. Total average goodput 
and the link’s ability to complete flows quickly are not or only 
marginally improved. 
XII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The focus of the present paper has been on the motivation 
for constructing our simulator and on the methodology used in 
our simulations. While basic effects such as TCP queue 
oscillation can be demonstrated with software-based 
simulators such as ns-2 or ns-3 and a few large simulated FTP 
transfers, the actual behaviour of a real link requires 
significantly more effort to predict. In particular, we argue that 
factors such as the demand profile and terrestrial latency 
distribution need to be considered. 
The results in the previous section present only a small 
subset of the kind of observations that the simulator can 
provide.  
Lessons learned to date include the insight that current 
queue capacity dimensioning practice on Internet satellite links 
leads to significant standing queues, i.e., represent bufferbloat. 
Another insight gained is that the small and short flows that 
dominate Internet traffic present a serious problem on satellite 
links: As the vast majority of such flows completes its data 
transfer before the first ACK for a data packet returns to the 
sender, these flows never adjust their congestion window and, 
unlike large flows, do not back off. Queue drops and the 
associated exponential back-offs thus predominantly affect 
large TCP flows.  
Any good solution to the link underutilisation problem in 
TCP queue oscillation thus needs to assist these large flows 
into the spare capacity region, without placing an undue 
burden on flows that do not back off.  
Beyond investigating current practice with respect to queue 
dimensioning and use of PEPs, the simulator’s main purpose is 
to study other solutions to the link underutilisation problem. In 
particular, we are investigating whether forward error 
correction coding across packets and across the input queue 
could result in better link utilisation and overall goodput 
improvement.  
While we have previously shown that coding works for a 
small number of flows on real satellite links, applying it to the 
whole link is a balancing act between redundancy and spare 
capacity on the link, but also between coding and decoding 
delay and RTT. Last but not least, it is also a matter of timing 
the transmission of coding redundancy correctly: If packets 
with redundant data arrive at the queue too early, they may still 
get dropped during overflows; indeed if they arrive too 
quickly, they may even cause the queue to overflow. If they 
arrive too late, the built-in packet loss recovery of TCP is faster 
and the packets are no longer needed. In the current coding 
software alone, this gives us no less than 11 additional 
parameters to adjust and optimise. The large number of 
possible combinations in this space will take considerable 
amount of time to investigate.  
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